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Ellsberg, Fonda, Bond speak

Kent rally resembles picnic
"by

BCl Henley

It was billed as a rally, but It
seemed more like a picnic. For
many of the people gathered on
the Kent State University Commons on May 4, 1974, it was an
occasion to sit on the crass on a.
sunny spring afternoon, to throw
a frlsbee or play with children
and dogs, to drink beer and wine
or smoke the Pernicious Weed,
to gawk at "celebrities" and clap
and cheer at their speeches with
out necessarily hearing what they
were saying.
For many others, doubtless,
the Kent State Memorial Rally
was an occasion to remember
four . people who died In that
place four years ago, and to
rededlcate themselves to the
causes those people are said to
have died for. But,somehow, It
was not these others who set
of the
the tone and the
event.
For perhaps a majority of the
It was not an occas"ralllers.
ion for great sorrow or anger
or heavy commitment, but for
having a good time while feeling
vaguely that one Is doing a Good
Thing. '
The ' signs were there of
course: EKD THE WATERGATE
n

a-ecUo-

ADMINISTRATION

and END U.

S. AID TO THIEU AND LONNOL
and THE CHAIN OF GUILT FOR
THE KENT MURDERS LEADS
TO NIXON. And the ominous-soundiAVENGE:
EAT THE
RICH, calling up visions of the
Legion of Charlies.
(And a dissident. Around toe
fringes of the crowd walked a
man In a
gaunt, gray-hair-ed
faded brown suit, carrying a
sign; MY SON DIED AT THIEN
BECAUSE
NGON
OF ENCOURAGEMENT TO HANOI AND
A THREAT TO WASHINGTON
ng

:

FROM

AMERICA'S

NOISY

SCUM.)
The Young Socialists and the
Spartaclst League and the New
American Movement set up their
booths and distributed their literature and Imprinted their
Ideologies on signs.
The speakers ' appeared and
exhorted their audience to
greater fervor and commitment,
and the audience applauded. The
singers sang that "a man of
words without deeds Is like a
.

garden full of weedsand that
no more
they would permit

genocide In my name", and the
hearers clapped In time and tried

to sing along.
A

girl climbed a tree and

.Viewy
r - ...

danced to Judy CoHlns song
while clutching a limb. The pro-

ceedings were Interrupted for
the natal announcement customary at aU freak-tygatherings
of any respectable size: "Will
Rick please come to the
trailer by the Information booth,'
his wife has Just had a baby.
(Followed by another announcement, that the S & M Transit
bus out of Wooster, Ohio has left
its lights on In the parking loQ

to

-

v.

pe
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A contingent of Jesus people
mingled with the crowd, wearing
6 -- Inch red buttons and patches
GET SMART, GET SAVED.

continued on page five
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Bruce Arnold, our resident Wobbly, spent an hour arguing with a
Communist whether the LW.W.
or toe Communist Party best
serves toe true Interests of toe
working class. The official" aspect of toe
rally came off with commendable
efficiency;
all toe advertised
speakers and the two singers
appeared promptly and succeeded
each other smoothly. Jane Fonda
opened toe rally at 2:30 p.m.,the
scheduled time, with a brief preliminary address explaining that
toe rally was not basically a
memorial service for the four
murdered students that , had

V..

.

.

.
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lather protests the Kent rally.

Karon loses chance to challenge Regula
By Jeff Adair

Beer, soda and doughnuts were
being served and a large full
not coffee dispenser was spilled
all in anticipation of a victory
party that was not going to happen. Brad Karan, political
science professor at the College

and Woosters first candidate for
Congress since toe 1930s, had
been defeated.
The Democratic Headquarters
in a second floor room overlooking Wooster's Public Squ&re
was packed with campaigners,
friends and others watching early
returns during the evening that
.

Karan may win the
district. At times, nearly 100
persons were In toe office. However, around U Tuesday night
when Stark County returns were
coming In, people began filing
out. Karan bad conceded defeat.
Final 'Wayne County returns
showed Karan was running over
Indicated

Karan garnered 300 more votes
In Wayne County than aU of his
competitors combined. The final
Wayne taUy showed Karan with
3,569 votes; Freedom, 1,306;
James J. Irwin, 1,019; and Virginia Beck, 944.
In the large cities of Massll-lo- n.
Canton and AUlance, Karan
was never ahead. Some preThe reaction of downtown buscincts In eastern Wayne County
inessmen has been very favoralso went against Karan.
able. Uhl said they are In favor
As many observers were waitof aesthetic Improvement. At a ing around a table listening to
recent Chamber of Commerce a radio for returns from Stark
meeting a vote was taken and no County and' watching toe table
one voiced any opposition to toe that kept track of Wayne County
project.
precincts, a loud scream beHow-e- d.
There was silence for a
College students' involvement while, then Joking that a whole
In the man win be mtnlmal at dispenser of not coffee had been
this time. This Is because the lost to the floor. Both men In
project is stin In toe 'Implesuits and students In Jeans got
mentation stage. However ,Mr. on their knees to clean up toe
Uhl did say that some plans COW mess.
$
students had drawn up last year
Karan and some of toe memwere used In toe current project.
of his campaign were conbers
These were designs of various
mans made for an Urban Studies stantly leaving toe headquarters
office to walk down to the Board
339.

Downtown Wooster may be
reshaped into scenic mall
By Sue Flatte
Wooster may have a new mall,
says Thomas Uhl, Wooster Service Director. He feels there Is
a 75-chance of acquiring toe
25

If plans are finalized,
Uhl said toe man win open . by
July 4, 1975.
The proposed cost of toe man
Is five to $600,000. This Includes
pavement, trees, shrubs, and toe
plaza. These costs will be financed In part by toe Federal
Community Development Funds.
An added expenditure win be
the new parking lots. These cost
from $2 ,500-- $ 3,000 per parking
space. These are being assessed
by independent businessmen.

man.

Revenue from parking meters
win also be used to finance toe

lots.

'The three corners

of Public

Square win be used for parking.
There win be fountains and
plaza areas.
There win be
flowers and trees. The sidewalks from Grant to Liberty win
be widened three feet and there
win be a median strip with trees
and such. On toe four corners
of the square there win be gazebos to protect, people from toe
elements. It is, however, Important to realize that these plans
are not finalized. We won't know
for sure until July L" said Uhl
about the project.

a three to one margin over his
nearest competitor, John FreeFreedom hit
dom, of Canton.
hard In the large population areas
of Stark County, beating . Karan
with large majorities.

of Elections office close by to
check further late returns from
the county. These trips may
have provided a little excitement
in seeing local favorable returns,

but feelings would be quickly
queUed when other less favorable vote spreads would be seen
at toe headquarters.
"Winning or losing Is trrele- -.
vant," said Karan, I was proud
to run.
After Karan's concession remarks, toe headquarters was solemnly quiet for

several seconds.
"Regula should be Jumping for
Joy
said one
after tonight,
Karan campaigner. Ralph
Regula
current
congressman for toe area, ran
(R-Nava-

unopposed

rre),

on

the

Republican

ticket, and win face Freedom In
November. Other campaigners
said mat Karan would nave been
Regula's only threat, and that
Regula was actually scared about
competition from Karan.
After his concession speech,
Karan migrated to a desk In toe
ty
corner of toe
office,
sadly sat down In a soft roUlng
chair and began answering toe
party office telephone with a
half-emp-

cheery "heUo."
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Understanding
the
Fellowship
An open

letter to die

pus community:

cam-

As a result of a considerable amount of misunderstanding and negative

feedback which has reached
me with regard to Wooster
Christian Fellowship, I feel
a need to try to explain
very simply the actual
nature of the Fellowship as
I perceive It. I do not
intend to defend what die
Fellowship or any member
thereof has done or is
doing; I desire only to expose false notions concern-

divided, and I am the first
to admit that W.C J7, has
had a major though certainly not sole, responsibility for creating and
maintaining that divisive-nes- s.
The problem also
stems, however, from a
failure among cithers to
understand the Fellowship.
I hope that these thoughts
on W.C.F. may help to
ing W.C.F. For too long shed light on the darkness
the Christian body on this of this misunderstanding.
campus has been sorely '
To begin with. Fellowship does not purport to be
die whole body of Christ on
this campus. W.C.F. does
not claim to encompass
all those on campus who
profess Christ as Lord.
The Fellowship is simply

.

.

.

Saviour

When I found out that the
Beach Boys were coming
to Wooster, I called my
friend Rick in Buffalo. Rick
operator,
is a drill-pre- ss
whose taste In music runs
towards the nostalgic -- Neil
Diamond, the Association,
and, of course, the Beach
Boys. He spends a lot of

as the

J.

exis
pressing a unity of belief
non-denominati-

onal,

which transcends denomi- -.
national boundaries. Fellowship aims to mold itself
after the pattern of the body
of Christ, God's covenant
community established
through the redeeming
work of His Son, Christ
.Jesus, as found in the

Thoughts on GOD:
GOD is not physical.
GOD is not matter;
not
material. GOD is not an
object or a thing. GOD
cannot be seen, felt, touched, heard, tasted; cannot be
put in a box, symbolized,
categorized, conceptualiz-

cannot comprehend nothing. My mind neatly (and
categorizes and
qualifies and quantifies this
Interested in their recent,
world into packages of
progressive music. This
My mind does
reason.
is die dichotomy of the
everything it can to sysBeach Boys. They reach
tematize the experiences
time driving around in his a variety of people, and
and events of this world.
to work, movies, affect diem in very differqualified, explained. In my mind, I see how J
ed,
bars - the usual scene for ent ways.
GOD is no thing.
GOD relate to all the things cd
someone who's young and
the Beach Boys is nothing.
First,
this world. But my mind
not in school. And he appeal to their listeners
What does this mean for cannot see GOD since GOD
thrives on music that beon an emotional, gut level. the average middle class,
not a symbol. To my
longs in another era. When Perhaps more so than any (upper middle class, from is
finite
mind: GOD is nothI think of the Beach Boys other
American
rock the looks of the types of ing.
I think of Rick and coungroup, the Beach Boys have cars parked throughout the
tless others like him, perIngrained themselves on campus mis weekend)
For GOD is not a tiling.
petually driving from one the American conscious"Christian"
American
GOD
is not even a Thing.
meaningless place to anness; The name Beach student at a Presbyterian-back- ed My mind
"beats its brains
other, with "Little Deuce Boys flashes images of
colout" trying to believe in
Coupe"
or 'Help .Me surfing, hot rods, high lege? "Woosterish"
Is a
Christian
Rhonda" throbbing on the school, and girls - the really an existentialist at nothing - no thing. This
Is silly! No, not really.
radio. At the same time pleasures of a young Amerheart?
I think of when I saw the ica of an earlier era. PeoI feel a little scared; a
Beach Boys two years ago. ple listen to the Beach little nervous; a little
anx(An aside:
All this
ed
It was probably the
Boys because they enjoy ious; a little humbled at sounds like double-tal- k,
audience I've ever the music, because
my ignorance. Tve never contradiction. Before you
seen at a concert, and the brings back the old images,it thought
of GOD as nothing.
quit this and move on to
oldest as well. There were or perhaps they've never HOW could GOD
nothbe
something else, PLEASE
people in their late twenties really traversed the gap ing? Yet, this seems to ask
yourself what GOD is,
and early thirties, who
sense
make
My
yes?
or
what
to you GOD is not.
continued on pogo four
were flashing back to their
mind Is confused -- my mind Ask yourself what GOD
oouuoaooo
could possibly be. With
serious thought, I think
you'll see this is not
double-tal- k.
This is really
Published w..kly during the academic veer except
Member of United States Press Association and
an
attempt
honest
at quesholidays and examination parioda by tha students, of the Ohio Newspaper Association. Entered as second class
tioning something of life.)
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials matter in tha Posf Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription
d features are not necessarily those of the staff and rates: 16.00 per year, second class; 19.00 par year.
Can I, as a "Christian",
should net be construed as representing administration First Class.
policy.
believe in nothing? This
seems so different from
National Advertising Representative:
National
Pve been taught about
all
'
Educational Advertising Service.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to tha
(socialized Into
religion
editor.
Letters should be typed, doublepeeed, and
by religion).
Tha offices arc located on the bottom floor of preferably under 300 words. Address all correspondence
Lowry Center
Yet, again, this is only
Box:
31S7; phone:
to VOICE, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
logical1.- - A Christian
ext. 433.
is reborn; a new being.
A Christian believes
in
Richard Klelbowlcz .
.Editor .Paul Kane .
Spirit
Assistant to the Editor
of
die
And.
Christ.
Managing Editors Jeff Bates
Jeff Adair, BUI Henley
although this Spirit Is of
Proofreader
.Sports Editor STAFF:
Glenn Forbes.
e
Chuc Garer, Jeff Adair, Stanley
a physical man (thing), ulOffice Manager
J anna Smith
Perdue, Marty Knott, Sue Tew, Kim Ruoff,
timately this spirit is no
Selena Cramp
Business Manager Corume Rodman, Sue Ftatte, Sue Graf and
thing.
The Christian no
.Advertising Manager Carol Kreykenbohm.
Fete Glldden
longer
looks
to tilings, posCirculation Manager
Bobble Brown
.

car-goi- ng

un-nea- tly)

-

"

best-dress-

-

...

.

.

O-I- S.

264-123-

....

......

x

Holy Scriptures. .
Obviously this is a model
which is a goal and not yet
a concrete reality. Never-

theless it remains the
vision which provides a
sense of direction. W.C J7,
seeks to be a vital, worshipping,
serving community led by the power of
God's Spirit working in
and through the lives of
those who are open to Him.
The Fellowship is open to
all who feel led to respond
to Christ's calling; our
oneness is in Him,
Through Christ Jesus

our Lord,
Stuart N. Brown

Deep Thought V

teen-ag- ed

of younger people -- freaks,
I suppose -- who although
they could remember and
appreciate the old Beach
Boys songs, were more

and

established head of the body
of believers, and who seek
to grow, individually and
corporately, into the full- -ness of the purpose which
God has for them. W.C
'

of Beach Boy hits

days of AmerBut there
ican Graffiti.
were also a good number

--

.

A nostalgic review
By Bob Newman

a group of men and women
profess a common loyalty to Jesus Christ as
their personal Lord and
who

.

4,

........

sessions, ideas, beliefs.

words, symbols, money,
power, for the "why" to
hisher life. The Christian looks to no thing. Faith
is put in the spirit.
Thus, a Christian must
believe in nothing to truly
believe in GOD. (Please
remember that the three-lett- er
symbol: . GOD, is
only a ''thing" the mind
creates in order to name
and talk about the Power

of Infinity.)

And the Christian lives
in the world - but not of
it. One who places faith
in the Spirit and Infinity
does not allow the possessions of this world to take
on power or meaning by
themselves -- because there

is

only one true meaning:

GOD,

or

No Thing.

By

believing in nothing the
Christian is not of this
world. But still FULLY
alive in it. To love: oh,

how existential!

Will someone write to
me? Maybe I should not
ask, but I do anyway, for
I need some support to
continue this. And I don't
just mean positive, either.
If you thing I'm wrong,
please write and tell me.
I do feel a little scared
and nervous and anxious,
and a little humbled by
my .inability to live with
no thing, in this age of

material possessions. I
am a little lonely. I am
reaching out for answers
and feelings and different

truths. I'm trying to learn.
Pm trying to show I care.

What do you think?
you please respond?

Will

P.S.
Thanks for the
Thomas Merton quote last
week.

if-

-

'
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Blood, love and poetics
By Nlall W. Slater

I was impressed by lastThurs-da- ys
opening of Garcia Lorca' s
BLOOD WEDDING. This is an

exuranely difficult play to do,
but the Little Theatre has put
on a creditable performance of

It.

One of the first questions that
must be asked of a play from a
literature is: has
the author surviyed his translator? Not knowing Spanish, I.
can only judge the finished English product. The verse sections
are well crafted, but sometimes
jar the listener by the abrupt
transition from mundane prose.
A translator of plays must have
the dramatic instinct himself.
This may be a problem here,
or perhaps is it that in Lorca
himself poet predominates over
dramatist. The quality of the
writing seems uneven.
The performances of the principal characters were all excellent. The Mother, portrayed by
Dede Corvinus, is particularly
worthy of mention; indeed, this
is her show. The terrible
strength of her grief was awesome to behold, and gave me my
only honest chills of the evening,
during the close of the, second
act.
Barbie Wilson as the Bride
gave a superior performance,
tinged with foreboding of tragedy.
Yet one might have hoped for
' more of the passion in the role.
BLOOD WEDDING is inexorable
tragedy in the Greek tradition;
without the consuming desire of
die characters and the rage
against their fate there is no
dynamism. Miss Wilson showed
us the rage from the beginning,
but the passion seemed to blaze
hot enough only in the latter part
of the show.. However, the energy
level of the whole show was low
the first act on Thursday.
non-Engl- ish

Leonardo (Andy Ingram) and
tiie Bridegroom (Mark Landls)
contrasted well at first: Ingram 4
tormented by the loss of the
Bride, unwilling to accept it,
and Landls, young, confident,
even swaggering; at times. The
Bride's flight destroy stne smugness of one, elates the other,
and pits both together with fearsome, lethal resolve. Landls
of
handled the abrupt change
character well. Ingra, playing
of tie two
the better-writtcharacters, conveyed well the
maelstrom of his emotions.
In Leonardo's Wife (Barbara
Hodges) the hurt bewilderment
in the face of her husband's
neglect could be seen; she, like
the remaining players, was
caught in the inescapable tragedy.
Pam Sprosty (the Mother-in-lawho did an excellent job with the
haunting lullaby, perhaps the best
poetry in the show, and Kraig
en

-

v

w)

with Leonardo would have worked
better on one level, perhaps at
a point of intersection.

Gibson (the Father), who did a

fine portrait of anguish at his
daughter's desertion, both are
alas kindly people caught up in
e.
the
John Hamlin as the Moon rendered the soliloquy in Act in
very well. The poetic images
came ' through clearly. The
of
Beggar Woman (a figure
death portrayed by C arol Watson)
interpreted the lines well, but
her characterization verged on
caricature, which is quite different from the stylizatlpn. needed
and shown in the act. ' The

Certain mechanics of the show
bothered me. Scene changes done
with the curtain open, break the
continuity by the intrusion of
people obviously stage hands.
I also found that players crossing
in the background of the Bride
and Bridegroom at the wedding
reception distracted more than
it gave the sense of a party going
.on. The guitars made a good
contribution to the show, thanks
to Linda Gebauer andJlm Bressi,
but I would not have used them
at the end, under the Mother's
final lines. There is a beautiful
picture on the stage then, so the
effect of the music is to fade it
back into the frame of the set
like a photograph In an old album.
Much better would It be to allow
the last lines of the Mother to
sound alone, black the set out,
and then start the music and the

rip-tid-

Woodcutters (John Bennet,

ticipants in the wedding- - ana a
few house scenes were: Diana
Folkman, Kim Smith, Andrea
Lester, Tim Spence, Jim Bressi,
Jim McArthur and David Lelko.
The abstract setting by George
White was one of the better seen
this year. The decision to use
costume and a few furniture
pieces to define place was a
sound one, even though necessitated by the limits of our
facility. To Winnie Day goes
credit for the fine costumes;
their stark red, black, and white,
rarely relieved by any other
color, fit the play's mood well.
More could have been done
with this set by directors Peter
Havholm and Pam Pepper. Its
varying levels and intersecting
lines provided opportunities to
point up relationships and conflicts. The Bride's first scene

t-

Rod-

erick. Owen, and Scott Welngart)
worked well as a group in this
scene and did well with the
style.
In such a large cast the rest
must take their bows together.
Anne Liske as a gossipy old
neighbor had the right touch of
pettishness; Randee Smith gave
another, good portrait In Lorca' s
gallery of women of Spain. Par

-

curtain call. A curtain call, as
a tribute to the performers, is
in order no matter how tragic
the play.
Lorca borrowed a tradition of
Greek tragedy in putting the violence and subsequent death of
Leonardo and the Bridegroom off
stage, yet this Is the climax of
the play. Accordingly the tension
must build almost unbearably
until offstage cries release It.
The build here was faulty; the
resolution came, but almost offhand. On stage events must have
such a clear. Inviolable direction
that the end will seem no less
real and immediate for being unseen.
.

One

last criticism remains,

and It is perhaps basic to the
rest: the style of the show was
constant. Acts I and II were
played naturalistically; gestures
and speech patterns copied and

enlarged life. In the first scene

of Act III the production suddenly
becomes stylized -- and the viewer
objects to the change. Yet this
scene must be stylized; there can
portrayal of
be no true-to-li- fe
the moon. In order to correct
this schzophrenla of style, I feel
the whole production should have
had the few large gestures, the

almost Shakespearean delivery,
in a word the stylization of this
scene. A unity would have been
restored and in the process the
tragedy heightened. Lorca simply cannot be played as If he
were Arthur Miller transplanted

In Spain.

BLOOD WEDDING

is a

diffi-

cult piece, indisputably.
The
Little Theatre production was
one in which both actors and directors can take pride. The
essence was grasped - succinctly

put:

The blood is the life."
Deuteronomy 12:33

Bananas! Do you near me? Bananas!!
by all the nail polish and
platch
rouge and

By Chuc

10-ln-

Bette Midler sings:
"My analyst told me
that I was right
outta my head.
The way he described

forms that she wears at

every concert and award
ceremony. The look is
"PLASTIC CAMP", circa
1939. "But if s not me!"
I recall Bette complained to
- it
interviewer.
her
he said:
Oh No? When the reportYou'd be better off er begged Bette to explain
dead
just who she is, the story
I knew all along
ran out somewhere in behe was all wrong
tween her mother naming
And I know that he her after Bette Davis (bethought
cause "mother believed the
I was crazy
was pronounced
name
But you know Pm not. bef,"), and her concludOh, no."
She has won a

Oh No?

Grammy award for best

entertainer, and a Tony
award for new performer,
and a Gold Record for her

first

album THE DIVINE

MISS M, and

still

I won-

der about Bette Midler.
I remember reading an
article about Bette' s "true
identity" being blotted out

media image. Under all
that thrift shoppe chic - the
gloss, the glamour, the

glitter

grass-root-

s,

dinary

- is

a

low-ke-

"rattier

individual:

y,

or-

a

'closet heterosexual", we
are told.
That doesn't

seem to

matter to her flock of fans
who have plucked out their
eyebrows, touched up the
roots of their carrot-re- d
hair, and are bringing back
chewing gum. She calls
her followers "trash
babies" which, in these
predepression seventies,
ing debut at ate Continental is a pretty prophetic type.
To the "trash babies" it
Baths (whereupon PLASTIC CAMP fans, circa 1970, doesn't matter mat Bette
formed what amounted to a goes back to her Manhattan
flat and slips out of her
Bette Midler cult).
Oh yes! Supposedly. . lengthy lame "costume"
Ms. Midler is a social and into a casual pair of
introvert, in search of denim slacks.
All that matters is mat
the "good and simple"
Nothing
of
pleasures
Bette Midler's second allife.
would be farmer from her bum is out and is availreal self than that brazen able at local record stores.
.

is that of Austerity. Bette Midler,
Miss M Is the trio on an excess of everything In
"Lullaby of Broadway", the Season of Shortages.
that Miss M sings all vocal Bette Midler: Bananas!
parts of "In the Mood", "Do you hear me? Bananand that by changing a few as!"
Oh yesl
words in Bob Dylan's "I
"My analyst told me
Shall be Released", Bette
that I was right
Midler may have produced
recoutta my head
the most
But I said to him:
ord to date.
Doctor! 1 think that
So when they say that
It's YOU instead.
the "Bette" everybody be"only
for
Cause I got a thing
lieves in is
that
show", her clan of trash
means you ain't the
babies shrieks: "The show
clue
must go ON!" When they
It proves that I got
say she only cares about
the last laugh on you
Carri bean vacations, her
Cause Instead of one
fans remember that she
head
was present (in person)
I got two!
OOOOO!
for both the Grammy and
And ya know
Tony award presentations.
Two heads are better
And by the time she orders
All' that matters

pro-femi- nist

her second "banana
daqulri" in the hit song
"Twisted", the campy kids
are singing along with her.
Bette Midler, the blatant
smack-da- b
In the Age

star

than

One!!!!!

"Twisted"
as sung by Bette
Midler

.
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A nostalgic review
greatest geniuses (the
other two being Frank Zappa and John Lennon). This
statement seems somewhat
extreme, but it points out
the fact that Brian, Wilson
and the Beach- - Boys have
produced some interesting,
intelligent and progressive
music. The Beach Boys

continued from pago two

between today and the days
of American Graffiti , and
lean on music like the
Beach Boys for support.

there is another level
Paul Williams, the former
But

to the Beach Boys' music.

editor of CRAWDADDY,
one named Brian Wilson
of the Beach Boys as one
of rock music's three

PET SOUNDS album

PEPPER,

SERGEANT

Undersea World and
Tropical Environments
Fully accredited
undergraduate and
graduate (6 credits)
courses in Introduction
to Marine Sciences,
Biology of Coral Reef
Invertebrates, Field
Sedimentology of St.
Croix, Special Problems,
Marine Algology,
Ecology of Coral Reefs,
Carbonate Environments.
New, modern,
d
teaching and
research laboratory in
tropical marine setting
on St. Croix, U.S.
Virgin Islands.
TWO SUMMER SESSIONS
June 12 July 17
July 24 August 28
year-roun-

FOR INFORMATION
AND BROCHURE
Write or call

(20 1 )
ext. 289.
West Indies Laboratory
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Madison, New Jersey 07940

Brian Wilson produced

a
album called SMILE (which Paul Mc
Cartney played on) but the
album was a disaster. Wilson was disappointed with
now-legend- ary

the band's psychedelic
sound, and Capitol Records
refused to release the record. Some songs from
SMILE were later released
with the hit "Good Vibrations" on an album called
SMILEY

SMILE; but even

this flopped commercially,
and was taken off the market.
The Beach Boys, heavily
influenced by the "hip"
California
scene,
had
changed with the times,
but their audience had not.
Following the failure of
SMILEY SMILE, the Beach
.

Boys released a series of
- WILD HONEY,
ZO-Z- O
(which contains a
song written by Charles
Manson) - "Never Teach

albums

--

Lowry Center Board Concerts

Presents.

Me How to Love")
and
FRIENDS - which were

ed

appeared onHullaballoo. In
response to the Beatles'

STUDY

0.

her-.ald-

the first changes
away from surf and cars.
By 1967 the Beach Boys had
discovered transcendental
meditation, had been busted

for drugs, and were.no
longer the lovable family in
striped Jackets that had

EXPLORE

377-470-

.

of Beach Boys hits

.

commercial disasters, but
fine musical works. The
Beach Boys had extended
their musical art into an
intellectual level which
simply did not reach their
audience. At the same
time, people who were listening
to progressive
music saw the Beach Boys
as nostalgic tripe.
This period of the band's
development led to the rise
of

three significant

changes.
First was the
withdrawal of Brian Wilson
as tie dominant force in
the Beach Boys. Wilson
stopped appearing in the
concerts over five years
ago and his involvement
with the band has greatly

diminished.

PET

On

SOUNDS, Wilson wrote

or

eased out of the Beach
nis Wilson. SUNFLOWER
was easily their best album Boys prior to this album,
since PET SOUNDS. With and the songs showed a
SUNFLOWER, the Beach rough edge which he might
Boys introduced, the highly have smoothed over. With
polished technical and prothe exception of Brian Wi"Marcella" the
duction work which made lson's
PET SOUNDS such a fine album is probably best foralbum. The last song on gotten. .
Following the disastrous
SUNFLOWER, "Cool, Cool
Water", is by far the CARL AND THE PASSIONS
album's high point. It is came HOLLAND. On HOLwhat SMILE might have LAND the Beach Boys tembeen had it been properly pered the excesses which
produced - a tight piece were apparent on CARL
of
music, vocals, and AND THE PASSIONS. As
sounds, intertwined so as with SURF'S UP, the songs
to produce not only a song, blend together. The highbut an overall mood and lights of the album are
image.
"Sail On Sailor" (another
.
Brian Wilson -- Van Dyke
SURF'S UP, the Beach
Boys' next album, was a. Parks collaboration) and
"California Saga". "Caldefinite step forward. In
ifornia Saga" is a three-pa-rt
SURF'S UP the band elimsong composed by
inated much of the flowery
excess of SUNFLOWER and Mike Love and Alan Jar-di- ne
mixed with verse by
some interesting
added
.

every song. On
HOLLAND,
the band's lyrics
and background
latest studio album, he music. It might almost be
only two songs. subtitled "The Beach Boys
Although Wilson has con- Go Relevant", since most
tinued to experiment with of the songs are concerned
songs, particularly in his with contemporary is sue
work with Van Dyke Parks,
Promised Road",
it is hard to say that he is "Student Demonstration
any longer a full-tiTime", "Don't Go Near
member of the groups.
the Water", etc. SURF'S
At the same time, as UP is an interesting atBrian Wilson receded from tempt at creating a conprominence, the other cept album - and one which
group members, particu- succeeds. Each song flows
larly Carl Wilson, began to into the next - Rock.'n
fill the gap left by Brian's Roll is mixed with many
absence. On HOLLAND, variations of music to
all the members of the create a fine musical
band contributed songs, and blend. Once again the band
sang lead vocals, Blondie has saved the best for last.
Chaplin was brought into "Surf's Up", a song which
the group to replace Brian was recorded in 1967
on bass and vocals, and
by Brian Wilson
Ricky Fataar joined to and Van Dyke Parks) is
play drums. (Dennis Wil- another example of what
son, who still does a good the SMILE album might
amount of vocal work, was have been. As with "Cool,
never much of a drummer Cool Water", "Surf's Up"
anyway).
is a musical image. The
The third major change words flow together with
was the crystalization of a the music:
sound for the
"A. diamond necklace
" played the pawn
Beach Boys. Their four
.
studio albums have preHand in hand some drumsented a complex blend of
med along
horns, orchestration, synTo a handsome man and
thesizers, and keyboard
baton
work, as well as the usual
A blind class aristocracy
multi-lev- el
vocals. The
Back through the opera
Beach Boys have taken a
glass you see
'
step backfrom the unstrucThe pit and pendulum
tured music of SMILEY
drawn
SMILE and FRIENDS,' and
Columnated ruins domnow seem to be in the proino."
cess of developing a new
SURF'S UP was a big
unique musical sound and commercial
advance for
in the process regain their the Beach Boys. TIME
former mass audience;
magazine wrote an article
In 1970 the band released about them, and Brian Wilits first album on Warner son even considered comBrothers, entitled SUN- ing out of his
FLOWER. The album was
The release
both a musical and com- - . of the band's next album,
mercial step forward for CARL AND THE PASthe Beach Boys. SUN- SIONS, was a
The
FLOWER is a nice, mellow album was released in a
ainum, flavored strongly by package with PET SOUNDS,
the piano and vocals of and was a flop. EssentialBruce Johnston and the ly It was . Carl Wilson's
writing and singing of Den- - album. Bruce Johnston was
co-wr- ote

co-wr- ote

s-"L-

Monday, May

13

8:00 P.M.
In

the PEC

Only 300 Student Tickets Left

at $4.50

hit-sin- gle

mercial success.

--

(co-autho-

set-ba-

ck.

--

Unfortunately, the Beach
Boys tend to follow success
with mediocre ' efforts.
Their latest album, -- THE
.

BEACH

BOYS

-

IN CON-

. tEKi ,
released several
months ago is a fine example of this. Although

red

semi-retireme- nt.

Both

-p- roduced

ong

me

big-ba- nd

THE BEACH BOYS

Robinson Jeffers.

musically and lyrically the
song is one of the finest
mat the band has produced.
HOLLAND is a well
effort and thanks to
''Sail On
the
Sailor" was a big com-

--

musically and technically
the album is fine, it seems
a poor choice of work to
release. There seemed no
reason at this time to release a live album. Do
we really need another live
version of "Surfln U .S.A."
or "California Girls"?
Outside of the disappointment which this album pro-

duced among Beach

Boys

fans, if s worth listening to
for an idea of what a
Beach

is like.

Boys'

concert

Their concerts

are a blend of old favorites
and new, more progressive
tunes. At times the band
(which sometimes totals

fifteen or more in concert)
can work into a rock n
roll frenzy, although they
tend to stick to a lighter
sound. Above all, a Beach
Boys concert is fun. It's
a flashback to the old days,
and some good music , as
well.
Maybe what I like most
about the Beach Boys'
music is that it's not bullshit. There may be other
emotional and maybe even
spiritual reasons Pm at- tract ed to the group, but I
think if s their straight -forwardness
and clear
sound that I enjoy most.
At times I even find myself with my friend Rick,
enjoying tnem on a gut

level.

,
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MORE ON

KSU speakers address
continued from pago one

is

been done earlier but a rally
to advanc the same causes that
the demonstiors of 1970 had
fought for. ; The fundamental
Issues and ; Injustices that resulted in the demonstrations and
the killings still remain unresolved, said Ms. Fonda, and we
have a responsibility as "patriots' to organize and "sing
together to resolve them.
Julian Bond began his address
by quoting W.E.B. Du Bols: ?The
great problem of the 20th century
Is the color line. That problem
has expanded, said Bond; it is .
now "the failure of the minority
peoples of the earth to share
their wealth with the majority.
The nations of the world which
were once ' revolutionary have
become
He condemned the
he said.
growth of a "smug, callous coalition" In this country and the
counter-revolutiona- ry,

"massive manipulation

of the

public mind" that Is allowed to
go on here. To solve these
problems, he demanded, his student audience's "schoolbook
knowledge must be turned to

"street action'.

'

r

m

.

1

s

"encouraging".
Highlighting the Kent rally were speakers Sokhom Hing (seated), Daniel Ellsberg (speaking)
After delivering his own brief
and Ron Kovic (seated at far right).
condemnation of the "American
are
who
In
Cambodia"
interests
American people are behind the
Ellsberg also told an anecdote gan to drift away at the edges.
extending the war there, Russ Cambodian people In their strugof how, at a past rally, Bernard The man whose son died atThlen
Ngon disappeared, and the people
Johnson of the American Friends
gle against oppression. He read a Barker and a ' group of
Service Committee Introduced telegram sent to the rally from
sitting along the fringes gathered
group
the same
Sokhom Hlng, head of the Khmer
Prince Norodom Sihanouk in Pek- later Involved In bugging the up whatever paraphernalia they
Residents In the United States, ing expressing "with deep emoWatergate were sent to beat had brought while others nearer
whose home town in Cambodia
tion' his support for the rally and him up, only to be "faced down" the center edged outward through
had allegedly been destroyed by his respect for the four students by singer Judy Collins and some the crowd. When Fonda finished
American bombs. Hlng opened "who fell under police bullets other women before ever reachthe exodus became pretty genby commenting that "the Ameriwhile peacefully protesting" for ing him. He Is grateful to Ms. eral, and shortly the S & M Trancan tradition has long been to aid the Cambodian cause. The tele- Collins and the others, said he, sit bus, whose battery had
the oppressed and colonized"; gram expressed hope that the but Is not surprised that Fidel fortunately not run down, left to
while the American government
return to Wooster, Ohio. It was
American people would demand Castro is still in power "conis now acting as an oppressor it- aB end to aid for the Lon Nol sidering that these were the getting to be time to finish the
self, he said, he feels that the government. Hlng reiterated the people we sent to overthrow picnic.
hope that American taxpayers him".

.

ans

'

Council Capsule
byMarkMorey
.On Tuesday afternoon, May 7, Campus Council met to discuss
several ttems on their agenda.
A discussion on the ISC evaluations of hell week was the first
item on the agenda.. Council, which had accepted the evaluations at
their last meeting, now wished to discuss these reports. Frank
Glalmo began the discussion by noting mat, according to the report,
few violations occurred during hell week. Glalmo went on to say
that he was generally pleased with the evaluations, but hoped that
in the future more positive and constructive goals would be set for
"
the initiation of section pledges. Ken Hoover agreed with this point
by emphasizing It. Hoover stated mat more positive achievements
should be sought In hell week activities, Instead of only worrying
about guideline violations. Ken PlusqueUec added to the conversation
that he was pleased with bow the guidelines were drawn up. ISC
President, Dave Foy, reported that a meeting held with the hell week
observers proved fruitful, as recommendations were offered for
future hell weeks.. Council ended the discussion generally pleased
with the evaluation reports, but did wish that some activities be
changed along more constructive lines.
The proposed LCB constitution was the next item of business
discussed before Council. Carlos Singer began the discussion by
commenting on the LCB advisory board of which he is a member.
Singer questioned the make-u-p of the board because It only had three
members out of the eleven member board which had no ties with LCB.
Larry Kurth, LCB Chairman, replied by saying It Is advantageous
for the board to have members which are familiar with LCB. Hoover
men commented that, with so many members connected with LCB on
the board, the board did not represent a true advisory board. Hoover
then made a motion to send a recommendation to LCB concerning
the advisory board. The motion, which stated that the LCB Chairman
and Assistant Chairman represent LCB on the board, was carried
Council hoped mat mis recommendation would open the
board up to the college community. Carlos Singer men brought up
another question about the proposed constitution. Singer questioned
whether the appointing of LCB officials Is a better procedure to use
rather Chen electing them. Rod Kennedy replied by saying that
through appointing officials through Interviews, a tight
body could be selected. Kennedy feared that the election procedure
could hurt the efficiency of LCB.
(8-1--

J

by the National Guard on May 4,
1970, outlined some of the events
In Kent at that time, emphasizing
oat whatever student violence
against property went on during
the Kent demonstrations took
place at least two. days before
the killings. He commented
angrily that not just the "trig-ger- m
en" of the guard but a chain
leading to Nixon
of higher-u- ps
should have been Indicted for
their responsibility in the murders. Dean Kahler, another '
student, who was placed In a
wheelchair by Guard bullets,
commented that the Kent shootings had put a damper on needed
student social activism, but that
It now shows signs of reviving;
he found the turnout for the rally

Cuban-Americ-

Condemning

some of the current student
preoccupations, he noted scornfully that 'aked bodies cannot
divert attention from naked
minds" and that "you can't
smoke this nation to its knees.
He. was sensing,' perhaps, mat
his audience's commitment to

the great Issues of the day did
not exactly match his own.
One of the students wounded

audience

low-ke- y

0).

well-worki-ng

would demand an end to financing

"war by proxy' In support of

Mike Weiss, a graduate stuLon Nol and his supporters, aldent at Kent State, told of how
legedly caned "traitors" by the he had helped uncover a surveilCambodian people.
lance network at the college
Daniel Ellsberg received the Intended to help discourage stustrongest ovation of any of the dent protest.
speakers when he made his appearance. He first spoke about
Ron Kovic, a wounded Vietnam
the transcripts of the Watergate Veteran Against the War, ex- tapes which had just been pressed his feeling of kinship
released, caning them the Pent- with the students killed and
agon Papers of domestic politics, wounded at Kent State; "Dean
an example of governmental Kahler and I were wounded
"theater of the absurd and of 10,000 miles apart, but we know
"the pornography of power". we were wounded by the same
He commented acidly that "il- Administration."
He said that
legal entry into a doctor's office "what happened on that day (May
Is apparently considered more 4, 1970) Is now becoming apimportant than Illegal entry into parent"; that, though the students
three nations", but stressed that were then called "bums" and
both are- - connected and urged that "criminals", "the real bums and
charges Involving Illegal attacks criminals are now in Washon Cambodia not be eliminated ington."
from Nixon's probable bin of
impeachment; "If Nixon Is not
Jane Fonda, in her main
to be held accountable for an address to close out the speeches,
illegal war, no President win noted that "a lot of people have
feel that he has to be bound by been changed in the last few
any law".
He suggested that years Ron Kovic used to be a
Nixon should ultimately go to Jail John Wayne freak, and I used
She des- - '
and should remain there as long to be, BarbareUa.'
as there Is a draft dodger ln'Jall crlbed some of the experiences
in A merica or a political prisoner of her development into a radIn handcuffs in South V1etnam.He ical, and she told a story to
Indicate how deeply and insidridiculed the notion that Che Vietnam war was a civil war; "We iously the U.S. Is Involved In the
are not ON the wrong side we Indochina war; a Texas conARE the wrong side." And he struction .company, said she,
praised the tradition of student recently received a $400,000 conprotest, saying that "If there had tract to build "tiger cages"
not been a rally on this campus for Che South Vietnamese goverfour years ago, there would still ns ent financed, allegedly, by the
be bombing In Cambodia today." U.S. Food for Peace program.
As Kovic and Fonda spoke,late
Not one of the efforts to end the
in the afternoon, the crowd be
war, he said, was wasted.
.
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Laxwomen win, lose and')tiein'huGy week
By Janet Smelts

'

-

A busy week for women's lacrosse! Playing three times at
home, the Seottles games all
featured the beautiful, skilled
play and fine teamwork which
has become the trademark of
the 1974 squad.
Kenyon and Wooster played to
a 5- -5 deadlock. Coach Robin
Chambers tried a new approach
in this game - "We went Into
the game not to beat or play them
but to teach them what good
lacrosse Is like The Wooster
philosophy of "team play" held
true throughout the game, as
plays were connecting and both offense and defense
put In a good day. Wooster's

give-and-- go

last meet with Kenyon ended In

a Wooster 10- -9 victory; this game
was Just as close. The Seottles
put forth the running and hard
play which the game demanded
and continuously sent shots In
on the Kenyon goal. Francle
Rendall and Marjo Forbush both
scored twice, and center Cindy
Stelnacker fired In one for the
Day.
Parents' Weekend saw the
Seottles take on Ohio Wesleyan
University's lacrosse team -and win, 6.
"We were up for this garnet"
states a proud Coach Chambers.
"We knew It would be the best
game of the season, with some
8--

excellent play." Chambers
praised the Wesleyan team for its
sportsmanship and quality of
play, especially the Wesleyan
first home player, who scored
five out of the six OWU goals.
Woosters scoring was well- distributed, with five players
tallying the eight Wooster goals.
Francle Rendall, Dale Kennedy,
and Brenda Meese each had one,
Betsy White outsmarted the
goalie on two occasions, and
Marjo Forbush turned In a hat- trick, scoring three times.
-

.

As usual Coach Chambers was
"extremely pleased? with the
Seottles ball control and team
play. Ms. Chambers had a good
word for an her players, and
mentioned cover
particularly
point Annie Balrd, who was the
surprise of the game as she
took the ban up the center and
The fact that
shot on goal.
.Balrd Is a defensive player certainly demonstrates the versatility of the team. Marjo
Forbush and Betsy White are the
team's top scorers, each having
recorded nine goals for the sea- -;
son. Junior Dale Kennedy's goal
was

her first of the year. Close-

ness of the game prevented substitutes Liz Englehardt and Sue
Rohrer from getting the call.
"Our team shows continued
improvement, and tills Is partly
because players are always helping one another," remarks the
coach.
"It's a pleasure to
coach a women's lacrosse team
that always gives 101 and works
toward the ultimate goal of
beautiful lacrosse." The varsity's last home game Is tomorrow at 10:30, when Wooster faces

Co-capt-

alns

35-ya-

line,

pass receivers and restricting blocking in such a
way that Chris Hanburger
felt compelled to say,
"They're turning it into a
broad's game."

OF
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war- - several
years ago, fans will have

and the upstart AFL were
fighting for players. Of
a chance
to go to the course, now as then, the
other stadium, watch the winners in this war will
other channel, and still see be the top collegiate playprofessional football. The ers. There will certainly
NFL is afraid of the WFL be a rash of seven figure
and they should be, for it contracts doled out to these
was the NFL's utter dismasterpieces of American
regard for the masses of education's football. The
fans that brought about the loser's, however, will most
creation of the WFL. So, unfortunately
be, once
once again, the NFL is conagain, the lowly fans. Even
cerned about us lowly fans, though the owners are rich,
but we should make good they're not rich enough to
pay those exorbitant saluse of it because it probably won't last long.
aries, so they will have to
get more money from television or gate receipts. In
either case the fans will
One concrete result of pay either through higher
the emergence of the WFL ticket prices or more comis the inevibility of a price mercials and less action
war over top players. The on television. So, the ownslarie8 promised to the ers will pay, certain
Miami three and other NFL players will win, the fans
players to switch over to will lose, and no one will
the new league remind one even consider what the
of the days when the NFL player 8 are really worth.
n
NFL-AF- L

.

SECOND SPRINC ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS

Men's & Woi en's
Clothing
and
ladsZIrj csttsa dssln fists rift

making

offensive
players stay at the line of
scrimmage until a punt is
kicked, prohibiting intentional "bump and run" by

COMPLETE STOCKS

L

Sports and Society

Ashland.
The Junior varsity went down
In a tough one Tuesday, losing
By Glenn Forbes
15- -3
to Oberlln. Final scores
are famous for meaning nothing;
this one is no exception. The
J. V. ers never gave up. Team- . The National Football
work - a characteristic of all League has just instituted
In
Chambers teams - was
several new rules which
evidence, and these Seottles put will
greatly change . the
In a fine effort. Scoring tallies
belonged to Andy Steenberg, with complexion of the game.
two, and Liz Englehardt, with The most striking of these'
one. Team mates mentioned Deb rules are the ones which
affect field goals.
The
Reld, Sally Cardozo, Nancy Nelposts
goal
are
be
to
moved
son, Sue Rohrer, and again Andy
Steenberg, as. an doing a good back ten yards to the end
Job, but In their first and only line and missed field goals
game of the season, all the J.V. from beyond the 20 will be
demonstrated the hard work they brought back to the line of
Other rule
are famous for.
for scrimmage.
the game were Dede Lee and changes include moving
kick.offs backto the rd
Sue Rohrer.

Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9

Cm

photo by Dd
Francle Rendall scores against Kenyan to make one of Wooster's eight goals.

These rule changes were
made, say the owners, to
make the game more interesting for the fans. . That
seems a little strange to
me. For years the NFL's
hierarchy has been concerned only about those
precious few fans who held
those golden tokens known
as season tickets, and
certainly they're not losing
those fans (the NFL's stadiums were well filled last
year). So why the sudden
change?
Simple. The NFL has
finally been kicked out of
its bed of roses. For the
first time since the great

SUNDAY, MAY 19, 1974

1:00 PJA.
Two Tournaments - Open for All Students

Freestyle
A

Bow or

-

for beginners and intermediate
archers. Threo ends of six arrows at each
distance:
yards.
Tournament

25-29--

AA

. Bare

15

-

Open Championship Tournament
open to all
archers, Shooting tho Columbia Round
yards. 24 arrows at each distance.
50-40--

30

.

use parsoital, borrowed, or College equipment. All
arrows mast have target point. Bows of mora than 45
lbs. draw not permitted in tho "A" Tournament.

May

Sign up at tho Physical Education Center with Robin Chambers, Mike Beitsel, or Phil Shipo. Tho Archery Range Is
open for practice sessions.
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2-- 0

Scot baseballers take two front Wesley an
Wesleyan came Gorsuch received a walk which
and dropped.
back to end the inning but the sent Bohannon to second. He
damage . was done when they moved to third on a wild pitch
couldn't manage to score as the and then scored on a fielder's
game ended.
choice hit by Denny Zelters who
registered his twentieth RBI of
lnfleldlng and the pressure was
the season. Bohannon also scored
on for Wooster to score. The
Freshman Frank Ptak pitched the Scot's remaining run, which
Scots came through although the
excellently as he led the Scots occur ed in the fourth inning. He
sixth inning started off disasTtctory in the next game. He got on base on his second hit of
to
two
trously, with the first
batters
hitting into ground outs. Then struck out eight batters, gave the day, and then stole second
sophomore Rick Hopkins got on up only three hits and held the. base. Gorsuch's fielders choice
base as the result of a solldbase Lords scoreless enroute to the
hit. He then scored the tying 2- -0 shut out. The Scots drew
run thanks to a powerful double blood in the very first inning as
by Denny Zelters. Zelters Junior John Bohannon powered
scored the winning run as Den-n- ey out a base hit as the initial batPorr's pop fly was bobbled ter in Woosters' lineup. Bare

leyan's score came on a single,
by their third baseman who was
hit home by the next man up.
The Scots quickly put an end to
the inning with some brilliant

by Bambl Mosenthal
The Fighting Scots Varsity
baseball team chalked up their
third and fourth consecutive
victories as they defeated visiting Ohio Wesleyan Saturday.
Strong defense and clutch hitting were the story for Wooster
as they won the first game '2-- 1
and the second one 0.
Grant Relic went to the mound
In the first game and walked only
three people on bis way to his
second conquest In that many
weeks. Neither team scored until the sixth Inning when they each
tallied their only runs. Wes- 2--

.

more Beau McCaffrey. Scott
Anderson, a senior from Severn

by Ned Loughrldge
An

OHIO

ex-

Park,

tremely physical Ohio State
lacrosse team Invaded Carl
Dale Field Saturday and received
quite a scare from a newly
aroused Wooster lacrosse squad
before the Buckeyes finally conquered the Fighting Scots
Wooster Jumped out to a quick
2- -0
advantage on goals by senior
captain Scott Barber and sopho
8--

IM

MdL,

assisted on Barber's

Anderson had to leave
the game later In the half due to

goals.

a dislocated shoulder.
The Scots remained in the
lead until the 7:01 mark of the
second quarter as Buckeye Dennis Swanson found the Wooster
goal. Less than a minute later
State again scored to deadlock
the came at 2.

3.-

2--

LOST
0
0

WON

4
4
4

1

3
3
3
2
3

1A

6A
3A
5AA
6AA

THE EAR

1

LAST CHANCE
2A
MIN'S DINER
BSA

2

1

:

SOFTBALL STANDINGS
A League

TEAM
5A
FAD
7A

1
1

2
2
3
3
5

4
4
5

1
1

0

Games through May 3
B

League Division A

TEAM

WON

LOST

TRIBE
IB

3
3
3
2

0

WESTMINSTER
3B
THE REDS
THE HOT DOGS

CAPT. CHARLEY'S

-

TEAM
B-STA-

TE

7BB
7B
FCA

1

2
2

1

1

1

3

0

1

League Division

B

.

2

2

0
0

2
2

2
2

ANTLERS HOWEVER
r.
1
THE FIGHTING SCROTS
0
THE MUMBLING HERD
0
IBB
Games through May 3 :

-

half,
their
final lead of the day. Freshman
Rob Rutan penetrated the Buckeye
defense and passed off to McCaffrey on the right side of the
sophomore
goal where the
had a dear shot. The half ended
5--

.

9--

and they hope to keep on

11

their winning ways as they take
on visiting Heldleberg in a double header this Saturday.

--

1
1

1

3

Wittenberg was Judged to be
the toughest match for the Scot-tie- s.
First singles Mary Randall
was Woostefs only survivor,
pinning her opponent to the baseline, and enjoying a 1, 6- win.
Carol Hahn went down 6, 6.
Diana Westcott lost a close
6--

3--

6--

6--

6--

season at third singles, outdis1.
tanced her opponent 4,
Both doubles teams played
their way out of ttebreak situSuffering from
ations.
6--

6--

over-confiden-

ce,

-1

1--

3--

match,

4-- 6,

4--

6.

"This match featured possibly

1- -4.

10

games.

-

5-

with the Scots leading 2.
State wasted little time in tying the score in the third period.
Twelve seconds after the opening face-o- ff
Ohio State's Pat
Mellck found the net from fifteen feet. The Buckeyes added
three more goals in the third
period and two in the final frame
to ' post their eighth win in ten

the best women's lnterscnolastlc
tennis I have ever seen," said
Dr. Sexton. Although first doubles team Judy Donaldson and
Janet Smeltz lost a close one,
6,
6,
6,
Sexton had much
praise for the pair and felt this
was their best match of the
season. Pat Vlttum and Joan
Doezema took five games from
their opponents, but never really
gained a foothold in the struggle.
4--

7--

4--

Judy
first
Dona.1. Json
and Janet Smeltz
The tennis Scottles finish out
started off with a 6- -0 first win,
lost the second set 7, and then their season in two more home
meets, tomorrow, against Denpulled out a down-t- o e-wire
at 10:00, and Tuesday
tson,
6.
Vlttum
Pat
set,
ttebreak
and Joan Doezema finally found against Kent State, at 4:00. The
the strong game they ordinarily next Wednesday, the seven
head for the state
play to take their first match
tournament at Bowling Green.
6.
L

Fighting Scot head coach Pat
O'Brien was happy with his
team's play, despite the loss.
"I was very proud of the way
our guys hustled. We especially
hustled in our riding and In
chasing ground balls. It was
an excellent game and a real
good one to watch. It had to be
fun playing in this game because
the team was going aU out.
"The kids have a lot to be
proud of," continued the coach.
They are a
"Ohio State Is 2.
good team that has won the close
ones and our kids took tt right
to them."
'
O'Brien Is concerned about the
Injury to Anderson. The two- year letterman had already mis- - i&;
sea two games early in the
season and the team missed his S
xco
experience.
m
"Right now we are concerned
with reducing the extent of his SSis
Injury," said O'Brien. "Hope- - gS
luujr wc cui reuuce uie dislocation, but his shoulder win be
very painful for the rest of the

team

-

5--

-th-

7--

Woo-sterl- tes

7--

6--

8--

ft

The loss drops the Scots to a
on the season and 0- -5 in the &x

Midwest-

LOST

and then a bad
and the Wooster women's
tennis team heads into the final
days of its season with a -2
record. They began the month
of May with a 5- -0 win over Muskingum College, but lost Monday
to Wittenberg
In the Muskingum match ,Mary
Randall outplayed her opponent
in a 4, 6- -0 win. Carol Hahn
drew on her supply of skill and
knocked off two good sets, win1.
Diana Westcott,
ning 3,
playing competently In her first
A good day

day

With 5:24 to play in the
McC affray gave Wooster

1- -5

WON

1'

by Janet Smeltz

year."

Games through May 3
B

4--

Netgirls split with
Muskies, Witt

Laxmen strong against OSU
WOOSTER,

sent him to third and he proceeded to steal home as he tallied his sixteenth run of the
season. Because the games with
Ohio Wesleyan don't count as
games, Woosters'
divisional
OAC record stands at 3. Their
overall record was boosted to

-

t
.

.

mm
rji

in- i, i a
wttry
iri.,t
-

.

ska-

-

.a,

- a

sag

.

W4$m?

1

Lacrosse Association.

The team has a week of rest
before they travel to Ohio Wes
leyan to tangle with the league
leading Bishops.
A
week from Wednesday
Wooster returns home to host
Dentson and May 18 Wittenberg
travels to the Hin for a Saturday
afternoon game.

10

WOOSTER

2

OHIO STATE

0 2 4 2

0-

-3

m

a&Wjr

.;tvv;

.

.
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VOICE'

Drushal calls for new glue at Woo
and It became Jess effective. At
the same time, the famfly struc-

By Coxlnne Rodman

ture Itself also began tobe weak--,

College of Wooster President

;

J. Garter
day

Drashal called Satur-

morning
for all those
emulated with Wooster In any
form, to Join together In forming
a new understanding and set of
goals for the future. In his
speech, entitled "A New In Loco
Parentis," he opened the Parents Day proceedings In tracing
the role of college and Its moral

18-year- -olds

responsibility to the student.
Reminding the parents
and
students gathered that the College
of Wooster Is made up of six
constituencies Including faculty,
students, alumni, etc President Drushal commented that
an Intermingle In a type of operation aimed at meeting society's
needs. He remarked that many
decades ago such constituency
formed an "old In loco parentis"
acting In the parents' absence
In a "custodial role" In which
strict rules were Imposed on the
student body.
However, as time passed, the
unit body of these constituencies
began to diverge as did Its goals
and methods of communication,
--

4-

-

Forensics
to emphasize
solo events

The forensics program at the
College win take on an added
emphasis In Individual events
during the 19?4-7- 5
school year. I

For

the past

ened climaxed only recently by
legislation enacted for
giving young adults even
greater freedom.
Stin, President Drushal commented, a "glue" holds a parent
and child together, that of love
and understanding for each other
and the comprehension of family
goals, and such a glue may be
transmitted to the college community.
He feels that though
the six constituencies are no
longer held together legally (as
they were several generations
ago) stin they can provide the
student with a more humanistic
environment built on lore and
concern and a new set of responsibilities.
President Drushal went on to
say mat with private colleges
closing at a rate of one a month
many people are questioning their
place In America. Yet he clearly
emphasized that Wooster Itself
Is not In trouble with enrollment
up ten percent. He stated that
such fortune has come through
lnterraetlon and communication
between young and old alike as
Illustrated in the "design your
own major" program or even
more recently In the CAGE.
(President Drushal cited that the
latter came about not because
there were NO differences of
opinion but because mere were

PBftE

several years,

Wooster has been recognized as
.
I
I
i
oaring
Desi intercoln oi. ue
legiate debate programs In the
a

1
P

!

many only to be resolved.)

: He also noted that Wooster Is
this time. For this reason, If
no other, President Drushal confolly aware mat the primary cona
reminds yon
I
cern of students In today's cluded u is Important that the
America Is the employment situstudent of today be provided with j Transatlantic STUDENT airj
ation and said that Individuals In a climate fun of hope
a "new . .
.I.LI- - "
..it avaiiaoi
taras are still
year age bracket each In loco parentis' of understand- - '
the 18-I
win probably Jure four careers ,lng and concern.
from
--

22

Galapagos films
to be presented

(NEWS
SERVICES)
The
biology department, thanks to a
grant from the Kellogg Foundation, win present a film series
on the Galapagos Islands on May
21, 22 and 23.
Located off the west coast of
South America, the isolated volcanic Islands are an evolutionist's paradise. In fact. It was the
Galapagos
Islands that gave
Charles Darwin many of his Ideas
about the evolutionary process.
.

m
The
series concerns
the adaptation of the Islands'
plants
and animals to their
respective environment.
:
This Is partlculary evident because each Island In the Galapagos chain presents a different
environment. Because of these
difference, life from the same
specie has evolved In many diverse directions.
Take the Galapagos Finches
for example. Thirteen different
ten-fil-

the national championship in 1970.
During this time, the College has
done some participation In lndl- - j
Tldual events contests. However,' .
Scot coach Jerry Sanders recent- ly announced mat he was looking
for students who could cone en- trate on Individual speaking con- - J
tests for the coming year.
t
Events Included In these !
activities are; Original Oratorr h

Extemporaneous Speaking; Radio
Speaking; Oral Interpretation;
After Dinner Speaking; Rhetoii- - j
cal Criticism; and Dramatic t
Pairs. Anyone Interested In J
representing the college In Inter- collegiate competition In these 1
events are requested to contact I
coaen banders at his office In

FOR AIR

RESERVATIONS

!

TJ3 1S00TM RAYS

WAT

377 W. Liberty!
'

--

'

A

How Claming
Until 4
Daily
Shirt Sorvtco IncloaW
Omm

J4urn

is

t a.M. to 8 o.m

From August 15th

2 months prior booking and

J

-

'-

a

.

sures.

Filmed by Extension Media
Center at the University of California at Berkeley, the series
was supervised by Dr. George A.
Bartholomew, a nationally-know- n
zoologist.
The films win be shown In
Mateer Auditorium beginning at
7:30 each evening. Three win be
shown on the 21 and 23, and four
on the 22. Approximate running
time for each session Is 90
minutes.
The showings are open to the
public without charge.

p..

Cleaner's

Hills Shopping Canter
Next to Soars-- 262-66- 51
--

Sat. - 8

a., to 6

trip

- $259

payment required

Coll FLAIR TRAVEL FOR
INFORMATION

264-65- 05

a

Minglewood
BEER
Soirth at

ICE

Pnu

WINE
Railroad

LI6EKTY

W.

Market St. Akron, Ohio 44303
262-72- 47

I

ST.

50UTH

ST.

.

11:00 -- 10:00 Weekdays
11:00 -- 11:00 Friday
Saturday
Come on down We'll be

tied to see you.

262126

1974 EUROPE TRAVEL PROGRAM
Sponsored by toe Association of College Unions - Int. (Region VII)
FLIGHTS AVAILABLE:
R0UNDTRIP
TO MADRID, MALAGA, BARCELONA
. $249.00
From New York, Washington, or Montreal
$299.00
From Detroit, Dayton, Cleveland or Columbus
(Via New York or Washington)
YOUTH FARES TO MADRID AND MALAGA (SPAIN)
$319.00
From DetroitWindsor via Montreal
'.
$249.00
.....
From Montreal . . .
. Please note that youth fares are valid only from Canada, and that the age limits
are 12 to 23 years. Tickets are valid for one year with open return dates.

-

1855 Baal LCol lego

Daily

--

differences In climate, availability of food, and relative Isolation from other Islands, have
contributed to a process of change
that makes the Galapagos Finches
a fine example of adaptations to
selective environmental pres-

J

until Aug.

p

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

Phone:

222
535-55- 51

Wlshart Han.

Hour

22 or 42 days $299 round

tor. Many variables, including

FRANK KRAUSE INC. REALTOR

!

LONDON

!

species of finches have evolved
presumably from a single ances-

Now taking applications for 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom
Apartments with Range, Refrigerator & Disposal.
From $128 including utilities.

'

-

also
! Regular Charter Flights

WOOSTER TOWERS

past seven years. Wooster won

Rooster's 0ns

j

OPEN WED. 12 to 6
SAT. - SUN. 12 to 4

Scot debaters have finished
no lower man fifth in the national
Delta Sigma RhoTau Kappa
Alpha tournament during the

Jl

TORONTO

MARRIED STUDENTS!

nation.

Jn

In the course of his lifetime with
the fourth not In existence' at

(FLAIR TRAVEL!
CONSULTANTS!
INC.

..........

The above flights are only available to members of the association, of which this
"
college is one.
Travel brochures and booking forms are available at the STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE or STUDENT UNION OFFICE on the campus.

CHOICE DATES AVAILABLE FOR EARLY BOOKERS!
'FIRST COME - - - FIRST SERVED:

I

